Breast Cancer in BRCA1/2 Mutation Carriers - Do We Treat It Differently? Focus on Systemic Therapy for BRCA1/2 Associated Breast Cancer.
Hereditary breast cancer syndrome is associated with a higher risk of developing breast cancer and accounts for 5-10% of all breast tumors. Is it possible that mutations in BRCA1/2 genes (which are involved in DNA repair genes) should be treated differently from sporadic breast cancer? In addition to anthracyclines, taxanes are effective against tumors with a BRCA2 mutation. A TNT trial showed that platinum derivatives have marked effects against metastatic breast cancer. Data from neoadjuvant trials testing efficacy in triple negative cancer confirm that neoadjuvant chemotherapy is more effective against sporadic tumors, whereas the effect of carboplatin is not statistically significant, as opposed to sporadic cancer. A new group of therapeutics, particularly for tumors with mutations in BRCA1/2 genes, is PARP inhibitors. These treatments were effective not only against triple negative tumors but also against luminal tumors. The author declares she has no potential confllcts of interest concerning drugs, products, or services used in the study. The Editorial Board declares that the manuscript met the ICMJE recommendation for biomedical papers. Submitted: 5. 6. 2019 Accepted: 12. 6. 2019.